#893 Review of the series ‘Ending the USSR to Build the Second Babel’ – Reviewing the
Titles and Key Understandings of Unsealings #414, #415
We are transitioning from Benjamin Franklin and America as Babel to Review of the series
‘Ending the USSR to Build the Second Babel’.
In fulfilling its destiny as Babylon the Great, America is prophetically a Second Babel of Genesis
11 as well as a Second Babylon of Daniel 2:38, mixed together to form Babylon the Great of
Revelation 18. The United States has attempted to build a second Babel through striving for
the whole earth to be of one language and one speech politically, by Making the World Safe
for Democracy.
Genesis 11:1 (KJV) And THE WHOLE EARTH WAS OF ONE LANGUAGE, and ONE
SPEECH [politically, by Making the World Safe for Democracy].
In the recent Unsealing #879, we listed the titles of Unsealings #414–#424, which were of the
series Ending the USSR to Build the Second Babel, to remind ourselves of the theme of the
United States building a second Babel.
Key Understanding: This Unsealing #893, and the next three Unsealings, #894, #895, #896,
will contain the titles and Key Understandings of previous Unsealings #414–#415, #416–
#418, #419–#421, and #422–#424, respectively. This review is important, for it is critical to
understand in depth the concept of the United States attempting to build a second Babel
through a Partnership of Democratic Nations.
Reviewing the titles and Key Understandings of #414, #415
First, it will help to recall (from Unsealing #413) that the Lord’s
ordainment of exact 11-year spreads associated with (i) the ‘Kerensky
and Lenin’ birth of the USSR (Lenin was born April 22, 1870 N.S.,
and Kerensky was born April 22, 1881) and then (ii) the ‘Lennon and
Lenin’ death of the USSR (Lennon died on December 8, 1980, and
Soviet Leninism died December 8-10, 1991) occurred because the
Lord is pointing to Genesis chapter 11 and the building of Babel.
Review of the title of Unsealing #414 Ending the USSR to Build the
Second Babel – Why Genesis 11 Babel is linked with the Fall of the
Soviet Union
Key Understanding of #414: The rise of a second Genesis 11
Babel. The Lord is pointing to Genesis 11 because the Fall of the
Warsaw Pact/Soviet Union ended the major division of the world
that was a product of the Cold War, giving rise to a grand
opportunity similar to what is espoused in Genesis 11, this time in
the form of the earth being of one language and one speech politically, through democracy
reigning in the hearts and minds and mouths of men and their governments.
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Review of the title of Unsealing #415 Ending the USSR to Build the Second Babel – The Earth
of One Speech: The Rise and Fall of the Soviet Union and “Making the World Safe for
Democracy”
Key Understanding of #415: Both the World War I Rise of the Soviet Union and the Cold
War Fall of the Soviet Union would be closely linked with the historical theme of “Making
the World Safe for Democracy,” fulfilling the Genesis 11 spirit and theme of the earth being
“of one language” and “of one speech,” through the hope of being one politically in the
latter days, via Democracy reigning in the hearts and minds and mouths of men and their
governments.
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